STUDENTS & INTERNS

CSRA is in the business of technology and strategic consulting, so we’re looking for people who share an interest in what we do. Our goal is to grow and thrive as a company and we need people with creative minds, positive energy and sharp intellect to help us on our journey. A strong academic performance combined with professional curiosity, energy and a sound work ethic is just as important.

Gain Real Business Experience

We offer interns a chance to experience life as a CSRA employee first-hand. Our interns have real responsibilities and work alongside experienced leaders and other smart, motivated people. If you are selected, here’s what you can expect from your internship.

Gain Real-World Industry Knowledge

During your internship at CSRA, you will experience a weekly speaker series where you will hear from industry leaders on topics like Big Data, Cyber Security, Cloud Storage, and others.

You will learn how to refine your networking skills and professional skills, and also get a glimpse into the different service areas of CSRA such as; consulting, engineering, management, and more.

Join us today for a top notch internship experience!

Let’s Talk

If you are interested in our internship or employment opportunities, please join our talent community at www.csra.com/careers/find-careers/students-interns

GRADUATING SOON?

Finding a career that gives you deep professional and personal satisfaction is momentous. CSRA can put you on the path to higher achievement.

Start a Rewarding Career

At CSRA, our DNA is grounded in important mission work. We work with U.S. government agencies wherever they operate to deliver exceptional solutions and services to enable the safety, security, health and well-being of our nation. In addition to a competitive salary and benefits, we offer you a chance to contribute to the critical missions of our customers—missions that can lead to rich personal growth and fulfillment.

Inspired to Make a Difference

CSRA is committed to making a difference to our country’s most complex, critical and inspirational mission challenges. We do whatever it takes to help our clients succeed. Today we’re actively working on over 2,000 projects and programs across a diverse range of agencies.

Make Your Mark

At CSRA, you’ll have an opportunity to do more than build a successful career. We need people with creative minds, positive energy and sharp intellect to help us grow and thrive as a company. You’ll also be able to help enact community and social change firsthand. Through our corporate citizenship programs, you’ll have a chance to contribute locally and globally to initiatives that matter to you—and to us.

We’re Hiring!

If you have skills in Software/System Engineering, Science, Application Development, IT Services, Cyber & Networking, and Business Analysts, let’s talk.
Every day CSRA makes a difference in how the government serves our country and our citizens. We are inspired by the important missions of our customers and we believe that by working together we can deliver exceptional solutions and services to enable the safety, security, health and well-being of our nation.

**CUSTOMER FOCUS**

**DEFENSE IT**
Modernized and sustain one of the world’s largest supply chains, streamlining military logistics, and support for a major branch of the U.S. Armed Forces.

**DEFENSE MISSION**
Manage and operate the largest helicopter training facility in the world, using leading-edge flight simulators to provide more than 70,000 hours of training to 1,100+ student pilots annually.

**INTELLIGENCE**
Support the Intelligence Community’s Information Technology Enterprise strategy with seamless, secure solutions for its applications and data analytics.

**HOMELAND SECURITY**
Provide IT infrastructure services to support a major agency’s counterterrorism mission.

**HEALTHCARE**
Developed the first public multi-payer system for processing claims and payments for Medicaid and other programs in the United States.

**CIVIL**
Provide administrative, financial, human resources, and procurement services to employees, applicants, contractors, and university partners for a major Civil agency.

**CSRA Brands**

**NEXT-GEN TECHNOLOGY**
- Cloud Powered Commercial Solutions
- Cloud Broker Services
- Custom Platform Services
- Big Data Science and Analytics Solutions

**ENTERPRISE SERVICES IT**
- Converged Infrastructures
- Application Modernization And Optimization
- Application Innovation Services
- Citizen Service Enablement
- Cyber Security
- Classical Services

**MISSION AND SCIENTIFIC SOLUTIONS**
- Mission Services Solutions
- Science And Threat Reduction Solutions

**The CSRA Difference**

**OUR PEOPLE**
Passionate employees blend business process, design, and technical capabilities.

**THE BRANDS**
Our brands are a proven holistic approach to solving customer business challenges, drawing on best practices across commercial and government industries.

**NEXT GENERATION**
We are leading innovation through next-gen technology and solutions in cloud, big data, mobility, and apps.

**ALLIANCE PARTNERS**
We have enhanced our technical and domain expertise with strategic partnerships that deliver innovative end-to-end solutions.

**TECHNOLOGY INDEPENDENCE**
Flexible and informed point of view optimizes customers’ technology choices.

Learn more: csra.com